
A provider of serviced accommodation which displays the ISAAP
Compliance Assured Provider logo guarantees that, through successfully
satisfying the requirements of a stringent assessment and verification
process, the provider has demonstrated that:

HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT
It operates in accordance with established and recognised local and international safety standards, thus protecting
employees and guests 
 
It conducts its business within a recognised health and safety culture
 
It works to ensure, through effective risk management, that only safe water is supplied to guests
 
It operates a procedure to ensure that those responsible for working with potentially hazardous materials within the
accommodation environment are appropriately trained regularly, thus minimising risks to guests
 
It operates with a documented and managed procedure for ensuring portable electrical appliance safety
 
It operates a procedure to ensure all gas appliances and boilers are maintained and serviced to safe standards
 
It ensures that carbon monoxide detection and alarm equipment is appropriate to need
 
It oversees that all lifts/elevators in accommodation buildings used by its guests are maintained and serviced to safe
standards
 
It is aware of and ensures elimination of the risks associated with incorrectly fitted and secured window blind and curtain
cord pulls

FIRE RISK MANAGEMENT

It has access to the appropriate fire safety certification (such as Fire Risk Assessment, Fire Department Inspection Report,
etc) for each building in which it provides serviced accommodation, and it follows up on any required actions or
recommendations with building management
 
It provides a Fire Action Notice or Emergency Evacuation Plan for every accommodation unit
 
It monitors that the means of escape from each building is safe, appropriate and suitable
 
It monitors that fire alarms in all buildings are audible in all accommodation units it provides
 
It operates a procedure to monitor records of fire alarm testing and evacuation drills for each building
 
It monitors the suitable location and continued functioning of emergency lighting in each building
 
It monitors the suitable location and suitability of fire safety signage in each building
 
It has ensured appropriate provision of fire-fighting and detection/alarm equipment in each accommodation unit, and it
monitors the suitable provision in all buildings’ common areas
 
It has a procedure to ensure appropriate levels of fire-fighting and detection/alarm equipment maintenance and servicing
are in place for unit specific and common areas equipment
 
It operates a policy to reduce risk to guests from smoking and use of naked flames within the provided accommodation
 
It is aware of the risks of fire from furniture and soft furnishings and it has a suitably effective procedure to ensure any
legal requirements are met and that guests’ safety is at the forefront of furniture and furnishings procurement decisions



MIGRANT WORKERS

It is aware of and fully complies with “Right to Work” checking protocol for employment procedures in the geographical
area of operation

SECURITY

It has a robust and appropriate building and accommodation unit access control procedure
 
It has an effective Business Continuity/Contingency or Crisis Management Plan, designed to protect guest safety for all
occurrences whether planned or unforeseen
 
It has suitable accommodation “front door” security
 
It provides a safe storage facility within each accommodation unit
 
It has a robust left luggage procedure (where a left luggage service is provided)
 
It is fully GDPR (or equivalent) compliant

ILLEGAL/ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

It works proactively to prevent undesirable or illegal activities being carried out within the accommodation units or the
building common areas 

DISCRIMINATION

It complies with any applicable anti-discrimination or equality laws within the geographical area of operation, with focus
on the need to provide an accessible environment for all guests
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INSURANCE

It has an appropriate Public Liability insurance policy in keeping with the established industry sector standards
 
 It has Employee Liability Insurance
 
 It makes guests aware of the status in terms of their possessions being covered under the insurance policy


